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"One picture is worth a thousand words." If you prefer instructions that show you how rather than tell you why, then this intermediate to advanced level reference is for you. Hundreds of succinctly captioned, step-by-step screen shots reveal how to accomplish more than 200 Windows Vista tasks, including:
	Handling new, upgrade, or dual-boot installation
	Using the new desktop and start menu
	Creating toolbars and changing display settings
	Managing the firewall and antivirus software
	Installing CD and DVD burners
	Working with the new productivity features


	"Master It" sidebars answer questions and present shortcuts
	High-resolution screen shots demonstrate each task
	Succinct explanations walk you through step by step
	Two-page lessons break big topics into bite-sized modules


About the Author
   
Rob Tidrow is a freelance writer and consultant for Tidrow Communications, Inc., a firm specializing in content creation and delivery. Rob has authored or co-authored over 30 books on a wide variety of computer and technical topics, including Microsoft Windows Vista, Wireless Networking technologies, Microsoft Windows XP, Microsoft Outlook 2003, Windows 2003 Server, and Microsoft Internet Information Server. His most current work is Teach Yourself Visually Wireless Networking. He lives in Centerville, Indiana with his wife Tammy and their two sons, Adam and Wesley. You can reach him robtidrow@yahoo.com.
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Internet: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Today's Internet
Get connected and take full advantage of all the Internet has to offer using this resource written by best-selling computer book author Margaret Levine Young. Whether you use the Internet at home just for fun or in a small office or large organization, you'll find tons of in-depth and useful...
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PC Technician Street Smarts: A Real World Guide to CompTIA A+ SkillsSybex, 2006
Develop the skills you need in the real world
    
    Hit the ground running with the street-smart training you'll find in this practical book. Using a "year in the life" approach, it gives you an inside look at the common responsibilities of PC Technicians, with key information organized around the actual day-to-day tasks,...
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Problems in Real Analysis, Second EditionAcademic Press, 1998

	This book contains complete solutions to the 609 problems in the third edition

	of Principles of Real Analysis, Academic Press, 1998. The problems have been

	spread over forty sections which follow the format of the book.





	All solutions are based on the material covered in the text with frequent refer

	ences to the...
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Biomedical Imaging (Principles and Applications in Engineering, 10)CRC Press, 2003
Containing chapters carefully selected from CRC’s best-selling engineering handbooks, volumes in the Principles and Applications in Engineering series provide convenient, economical references sharply focused on particular engineering topics and subspecialties. Culled from the Biomedical Engineering Handbook,...
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Pocket Guide to Critical Care PharmacotherapyHumana Press, 2007


	Critical care medicine is a cutting-edge medical field

	that is highly evidence-based. Studies are continuously

	published that alter the approach to patient care. As a critical

	care clinician, I am aware of the tremendous commitment

	required to provide optimal evidence-based care.

	Pocket Guide to Critical Care...
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Microsoft Project Version 2002 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2002
 This book is designed for intermediate to advanced computer users who manage projects. Even if you have never used Microsoft Project or managed a project before, this book assumes you have experience with Microsoft Windows and at least a couple of programs in Microsoft Office, such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Outlook. 
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